
Time 

5-14-16 
HH) allow My time; (By the Authority in the Name Jesus, I allow Your time, Father. I 
allow every legal aspect of it.) thank you; legally done; now, hang on; much, much, 
much you shall see; hang on; all must be; alert the Bride; 

5-19-16 
HP) Holy Time; grasp that Our Time is Holy; all I do is Holy; therefore, now grasp 
and teach that Our Time is Holy; see it, treat it as such; grasp significance, Bride, 
grasp 

6-01-16 
HH) ask; legally ask of Me; time is limited; be on task; be on time; pay attention 
to My time; adjust yourselves to My time; this must be; see to it; now go 

6-12-16 
HH) patient, Bride, patient; all things in My impeccable timing; allow Me My time 
schedule; yield to My schedule;  

6-18-16 
HP) Expansion; call it into double time; see it, be aware of it; keep hosts on task;  

6-28-16 
HP) time; essence; work, Bride, work; be aware of My time; My time, not man's 
ideas of time; My millennial time; adhere to it; waste it not 

7-23-6 
HH) time, time, cognizant of My time; My pace; stay with Me; imperative My 
Chosen stay with Me; exact timing; you know you must; disallow every distraction;  

8-14-16 
L) careful with plans; align with Me; be not careless with time; Our time, Our time, 
Our time; infringe not on Our time 

9-19-16 
HP) synchronize with Me; your time with Mine; must be; precision, precision, 
precision;  

10-04-16 
HP) the time is nigh, the time is nigh, the time is nigh; Eyes wide open, MyChosen; 
looking, seeking, watching; ever so diligent; heed My call, heed My warning; no 
remiss, no remiss 

10-12-16 



L) adjust; adjust to My schedule, Bride; be aware of My schedule; My times; pay 
attention, pay attention; signs all around; cipher 

11-07-16 
L) Prepare; Be ready; I'm coming; My schedule, My timing; accept My timetable; 
assume nothing; all preparations are in advance; Bride, be not caught unaware nor 
unready 

11-09-16 
L) overdrive; Our work mode must accelerate; waste no time; time is a premium; 
see it as such, My Chosen 

Trust 

3-25-15 
L) contingent; your trust; each of you; (DDP) complete your trust of Me; must be; 
much depends upon; sincere trust; My Chosen, deep, deep, sincere, true trust; I ask 
HP) gather your trust, put it in Me; not giving it to Me; put it in Me; (DDRT) 
(DDRT) We are both committed; be it always so 
HH) your trust pleasures Me; next leg of Our Journey rapidly approaching; trust will 
be at work; your faith is building; be aware; ; use it; 

Vast 

8-01-16 
HP) Inroads; bless the inroads; focus, focus, focus your eyes; My heavenlies; 
focus; My vastness; see My vastness; embrace it; embrace it for you are about to 
enter it, experience it; (Be it as You say, Lord.) yes, yes, yes, so be it 

8-24-16 
HP) take comfort; in My truths; My vast truth; acknowledge it; Child, allow the 
wisdom I have supplied you with to guide you in sharing the parts of My vastness I have 
imparted to you; (did and activated by PMGT &ANJ) yes, you can count on it;  

9-06-16 
L) Magnitude; grasp the Magnitude and the vastness of the ramifications of all We 
are doing, Bride; yes, I said We; grasp that you never tire never slacken 

Living Water 

3-09-14 
HH) compel with My Truth; gentle, yet firm; bring them to My river; break the bondages; 
free them; prepare them; abandon not; weary not in teaching My Ways; never tire of 
bringing them to receive My salvation; get them saved first and foremost; save all who 
will; time is so short; push, push; 



4-20-14 
L) Come to My River; take of My life giving water; take of Me; your vision must be 
broad; My Chosen do not forget My River; your focus must be on all of Me all that I AM 

7-15-14 
HP) rapidly expanding; across the lands; ride My tidal wave; it is so; fathom what I have 
said; ride My tidal wave; expanding to waves; wherever I take you; unafraid; I AM with 
you


